
DESCRIPTION

A wide sealing surface, as much as 570x420 mm, is the distinctive feature of ECOMODULAR, the easy

and user-friendly manual angular packaging machine. The sealing blade at the bottom has a simple

and effective temperature control system and allows for optimal sealing with any kind of film.

Available in the standard (with a fixed plate) and automatic version (with a product evacuation belt),

this machine by minipack®-torre is completed by TUNNEL 50. This solution creates perfectly heat-

shrunk packaging and meets any need in terms of packaging.

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Electrical power supply V 230

MAX power installed kW 2.2

Hourly output p/h (pph) 0-550

Available dimensions of the sealing
bars

mm 540x390

MAX Reel Dimensions (diameter) mm 250

MAX Reel Strip Dimensions (width) mm 600

Work surface height mm 930

Machine weight (Net/Gross) kg 101/130

Machine dimensions with the sealing fr.
open

mm 1570x730x h.1400

Machine dimensions with the sealing fr.
closed

mm 1570x730x h.1100

minipack®-torre shall not be held liable for typos or printing errors in this catalogue. It also reserves the right to make changes
to the specified features without prior notice. All trademarks are property of their respective owners and are hereby
acknowledged.
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